
Page Section Figure Comment Commentor Project Response

N/A General Photos
There are numerous photos throughout the document that are pixelated. 
Please find higher res photos.

Planning

N/A General General
We look forward to seeing photosim renderings. Please be sure people 
depicted in renderings represent a cross-section of San Francisco residents.

Planning

Recommend using same definition of "Guideline" as India Basin: "Specifications 
or requirements that are inherently
subjective and therefore require discretionary interpretation by the
Planning Department Staff. Guidelines differ from Standards in
that variation from them does not require formal modification by the
Planning Commission. Compliance may be evaluated, and guidelines
amended or waived administratively, by Planning Staff."

Planning

"Standards are quantifiable requirements that govern the construction and 
modification of buildings, streets , and open spaces within  the Power Station 
site."

Planning

Text, "Relationship 
to the Planning 

Code"

Note in the text that Planning Code regulatons override the D4D in cases where 
they strengthen over time.

Planning

Sustainability and Transportation are not stand-alone plans. Rename heading. Planning
Recommend this section defines which aspects of sustainability you are talking 
about -- seems the whole neighborhood is designed to support the more 
comprehensive definition of sustainability, but that the leaf refers to 
"environmental sustainability." If so, Central SoMa intro would be a good 

Planning

The Planning Department should be referred to as "Planning" or "SF Planning" Planning
Assuming sea level rise is under "Site Resilience"? If so, PUC should be a 
reviewing agency.

Planning

Planning should also review the stormwater aspects of the infrastructure plan 
as they apply to streets, open spaces, and roofs.

Planning

If stormwater treatment features are proposed in open spaces or parks, SFPUC 
will be a reviewing agency under Infrastructure Plan.

PUC

Combined sewer is missing.  Revise row title to "14 Separated and Combined 
Sewer Systems"

PUC

12 1.2 Site Context Text

Third paragraph, second sentence--add red text: "This project, which
reimagines 35 acres of land owned by the Port of San Francisco, lies 
immediately north of the Power Station and shares a boundary along newly 
proposed  Craig Lane."

Planning

13 1.2 Site Context 1.2.3 Label N/S streets and Humboldt Planning
Third paragraph, first sentence--strike the word "more." Planning
Third paragraph, second sentence--shouldn't it read: "In the 1960's PG&E 
added the Unit 3 Power Generating Station…"??? This was a PG&E facility not a 
City of SF facility, no?

Planning

Remove last sentence of second paragraph starting with "From historic 
photos…"

Planning

Photos Add photos of extant historic buildings, such as Station A. Planning
Label the buildings rather than providing heights. Keep height of the stack if 
needed for reference.

Planning

In legend, provide date range for sugar refinery and power station eras. Planning
Include mention of neighboring Union Iron Works District. Planning
Third Street Industrial District section needs reorganizing. Please provide 
Allison Vanderslice with word doc of this page and she will provide suggested 
edits and reorg.

Planning

Define HRE and HRER before using acronyms. Planning

Potrero Power Station Design for Development Draft 2_City Agency Comments

INTRODUCTION/VISION/PRINCIPLES
Reviewers
J. Francis, L. Fisher, A. Vanderslice (Planning)
Y. Golan, S. Bradley (RPD)
SFPUC

18 Text
1.4 Planning 

Context

1.3 Site History Figure 1.3.1

5 User Guide

Text, "Standards vs. 
Guidelines"

6 User Guide
Text, "Sustainability 

and 
Transportation"

7
Reviewing 
Agencies

Table 1.1.1

14 1.3 Site History
Text

15



Second paragraph, first sentence--add red text: "The main spine of the Blue 
Greenway adjacent to the project site  runs down Illinois Street.

Planning

Second paragraph, penultimate sentence--update to: "Additionally, the project 
leaves open the opportunity to extend the trail along Warm Water Cove south 
of 23rd Street , allowing for a continuous  waterfront trail.

Planning

Add introductory language about how these principles were developed and a 
general statement of how they are articulated throughout the document. 

Planning

Principle 8 is not explicitly described at all in the document. Either flesh it out 
or remove.

Planning

22-30
1.6 Design 

Framework
N/A

Overall good job incorporating the principles and objectives that we spent time 
developing together into this section. That said, you should go the extra mile to 
more directly relate each of the framework subsections back to one of the 
principles in Section 1.5. Would probably only take a sentence or two for each 
subsection.

Planning

23
1.6 Design 

Framework
Figure 1.6.1 Should stack be shown as hotel here? Or retail? Planning

24
1.6 Design 

Framework
Photo Caption Where specifically (which parks) is adult fitness equipment going to be located? RPD

27
1.6 Design 

Framework
Text

In the narrative note the importance of developing new architecture that is 
compatible with existing district. Also discuss publicness of remaining historic 
structures. 

Planning

Text
Remove "functioning" from first sentence of second paragraph. Remove 
"where appropriate and possible" from last sentence of fourth paragraph.

Planning

Photo Not sure Cape Town photo is best example--looks kind of fortress-like. Planning

Add sentence about enhancing public understanding of sustainability and 
resiliency.

Planning

Mention climate change as a driver. Planning
Paragraph 2: buildings are responsible for ~45% of the city's GHGs, so this 
needs to acknowledge building design/systems renewable energy role as key. 

Planning

Paragraph 3: please mention something about the site's greening as important 
to restoring biodiversity and healthier ecosystems to the waterfront 
neighborhoods; also, should be sea level rise AND (coastal) storm surge 
through 2100.

Planning

28
1.6 Design 

Framework
Photo

Top right photo--is this type of condition actually being proposed anywhere? If 
not, replace this photo with something true to the site.

Planning

First paragraph--implies that there is existing high rise residential construction 
in the Central Waterfront. I don't believe there is any. 

Planning

Text is cut off at bottom of page. Planning
Are park-facing facades on Blocks 10 and 11 considered "standout buildings"? 
Can't tell from angle of diagram. How is this Text is cut off at bottom of page 
"standout building" designation expressed in Chapter 5 Buildings?

Planning

Update diagram to show proposed massing and setbacks of buildings. For 
example, according to Block-by-Block section, Block 7 tower would be set back 
along park frontage.

Planning

Add height dimensions to  a couple key buildings to provide sense of scale. Planning

John Ella

32 Land Use Intro Photo
As noted in Draft 1 comments, replace photo with one where you can see 
commercial or ground floor retail interface with park.

Planning

SAME COMMENT AS DRAFT 1 AS THE ISSUE WAS NOT RESOLVED AS 
INDICATED
Bold Text at top of page; reword to the following or something similar: "The 
Power Station will provide a mix of uses that supports the Central Waterfront 
neighborhood identity and a place to live, work, and create." The Dogpatch 
already has its own identity and the goal of this project is to complement that 
identity.

Planning

Still haven't addressed this. 

1.6 Design 
Framework

Figure 1.6.4

1.5 Planning 
Principles

Text

19

20-21

29

Text
1.4 Planning 

Context

1.6 Design 
Framework

29

LAND USE
Reviewers
J. Francis, E. Samonsky, M. Small, (Planning)
Y. Golan, S. Bradley (RPD)

33 Land Use Intro Text

27
1.6 Design 

Framework

28
1.6 Design 

Framework
Text

Text



First paragraph, first sentence--delete as it essentially just repeats text in large 
type above.

Planning

First paragraph, third sentence--delete extra space. Planning
First paragraph, last sentence--delete "non-retail sales and service, 
institutional".

Planning
No institutional; backdoor for 
office use.

Third paragraph first sentence--"As shown in  the Land Use Plan…" Planning

Standard 2.1.3

In your Draft 1 response to comments, you state that this standard was based 
on requirements in Planning Code 207.7, but that code section specifically 
excludes projects in the Eastern Neighborhood Mixed Use Districts. In order to 
be consistent with similar EN districts, you should be basing your standard on 
Code Section 207.6.

Planning We believe the reference makes sense as-is because 
Section 207.7 applies City-wide, and because this 
parcel was explicitly excluded from EN rezoning.

Ella and Maia: The site was not 
rezoned, but it is in the Central 
Waterfront Plan Area, which is 
part of EN. Thoughts?

While it is not EN 
zoning, this standard is 
more applicable for 
districts that do not 
restrict density by lot 
size.

Standard 2.1.7
"Outdoor Activity Area" as defined in the Planning Code? Please include 
definition in Glossary.

Planning
Need to confirm when we see 
Glossary

Please confirm-- temporary farmer's market tents do not fall under same 
catetory as mobile carts.

Planning

Limit Mobile Carts to 2 in each space. Planning

Done, except that we propose a limit of 3 in 
Waterfront Park, only. Figure 3.14.1 shows 3 really 
appropriate locations for mobile carts and we 
believe they would enliven the space in an important 
way. If it would help, we could lower the limit in 
Louisiana Paseo or Humboldt Street Plaza (or both) 
back down to 1, to maintain a lower number site-

OK. Yes, let's limit Paseo and 
Humboldt Plaza to 1

Limit Semi-permanent kiosks to 1 in each space. Planning

Throughout the document, please be clear and consistent about what 
constitutes the "Waterfront Park." In some places where  the Waterfront Park 
is referenced it includes all open spaces east of Delaware, in other places 
individual spaces are called out additionally. In this table Humboldt Plaza is 
called out separately. We should be clear about how many carts/kiosks are be 
allowed in each sub-area.

Planning

For simplicity, in this section, Waterfront Park is
inclusive of all the destince placesWe think of 
Humboldt
Plaza as a distinct sub-area within the Waterfront 
Park.
We have attempted to clarify.

Unfortunately, this actually 
seems more confusing…sorry!

Show conceptual Michigan Alley alignment Planning Fine

Have Figure 2.1.1 on same spread as "Zoning Table, Table 2.1.2" for ease of 
use.

Planning We show the conceptual Michigan Alley alignment in 
Section 5 on the Pedestiran, Bicycle, and Vehicular 
Network Diagrams. We think It's more appropriate 
in these sections.

OK, but in chapter 5 it is 
described as a "potential" mid-
block alley location. We want 
this language clarified to note 
that a mib-block alley is 
required but the exact 
alignment is flexible based on 
the future program of Block 13.

Update legend to read, "Potential District Parking Garage and Publicly 
Accessible  Rooftop Soccer Field Location"

RPD

Note potential location(s) of rec center. RPD
Let's discuss the nature of potential residential uses on Block 9, particularly if 
Unit 3 is retained. If 25% is used for residential condos in some kind of hotel 
complex, what would the nature of those condos be and who are they geared 
toward?

Planning Would we be okay with block 9 
being entirely residential?

Our understanding is that the uses on Blocks 4 and 12 are "paired"--i.e. if one is 
residential, then the other is office/lab. This should be reflected in the LU table.

Planning
This was discussed at one time, but this is no longer 
the current proposal. ???

Retail Uses... 
Block 12: P(2)(9)(9) should be P(2)(3)(9)

Planning

Block 13: Per note 9, is there a scenario where this block is not predominantly 
residential? If so, we need to discuss.

Planning
We do not envision a scenario where Block 13 is not 
predominantly residential. Note has been removed / 
editing.

Note is still there…Same with 
note 12.

"Industrial" is a subset of "PDR." For clarity, just include PDR in the table and 
call out which specific uses are/are not permitted. 

Planning

Under Entertainment, Arts, and Rec Uses, are there nighttime entertainment 
restrictions? You note in response to Draft 1 comments that you envision 
Blocks 9 and 12 having nighttime entertainment uses. If so, please indicate in 

Planning Ella: does Note 12 in the LU 
table look okay to you? 

Yes, although are they 
really planning a circus 
or carnival?

Standards states, "As listed below..." Be clear about what you're referring to--
 

Planning

35 2.1 Land Use Plan Figure 2.1.1

36 2.1 Land Use Plan Table 2.1.2

   

Standard 2 2 3

  

34 2.1 Land Use Plan

Table 2.1.1



Bullet 6: Define "work spaces" Planning

Ella and Maia: I dunno about 
this active uses 
definition…"areas with desks" 
sounds an awful like like an 
office. Libraries and reading 
rooms should suffice for this 
kind of activity. 

Also, can we require that 
most/all of these uses be 
directly accessible from the 
sidewalk???

I think we should be pushing 
them to make sure that active 
use "social spaces" are well-
used. E.g. requiring that they 
be avaible to be reserved by 
the general public (for free or 
at reasonable rates). Other 
ideas?

I welcome your thoughts!

Bullet Bullet 6: I think 
they should clarify that 
those work 
space/business centers 
are accessory to 
residential uses (for the 
use by residential 
tenants). These 
business centers are 
very popular amenitites 
for residential 
developements. I think 
it would make sense to 
require they are 
directly accessible from 
the street or a 
residential building 
lobby. Bullet 7: I think 
50% of the active 
frontage to bicycle 
storage and mail rooms 
is high. Again I think we 
should restrict it similar 
to a lobby.

Bullet 5: Please clarify the social spaces requirement. Here it is presented as a 
Standard but on the next page it is described as a Guildeline (2.2.9). How much 
building depth along the frontage? Does the entire frontage need to be social 
spaces? In general, be clear about intentions.

Planning

Intro Text: In last sentence of first paragraph, delete "minimum" Planning

Last bullet: Lobbies, mail rooms and bike storage should collectively occupy no 
more than 25% of active frontage. Consider rolling bike rooms and mail rooms 
into definition of lobby space.

Planning

The proposed limit would not meet our intention to 
depart from the standard. We recognize that mail 
rooms and bike storage rooms are not typially 
considered an "Active Use", but have discussed this 
with Planning staff
and agreed that we would permit bike storage so 
long as spaces like this are limited to no more than 
50% of the frontage.

Ella and Maia: We have 
discussed this but Planning 
Staff disagrees that we came to 
final consensus on this issue.

Theoretically under their 
proposal they could have 1/2 
the frontage be lobby, bike 
storage, and mail room, which 
seems like a lot to me. Do we 
meet them half way and do 
35%? 

We agreed that bicycle 
rooms and mail rooms 
should be allowed 
within the first 25' of 
builiding depth, and 
that some amount of 
marginal active use 
would not overwhelm a 
frontage as long as it 
was limited.  I do not 
recall ever agreeing 
with these marginal 
active used occupying 
50% of the frontage. As 
it is written mail rooms 
and bicycle rooms are 
exclusive of lobbies- 
therefore they would 
get 50% and then 
lobbies another 25%. I 
think they should be 
restircted to a flat 40 
feet for bike and mail 
rooms. I cannot 
imagine that you would 
need a mail room or 
bicycle storage over 40 
feet in length.  With all 
the options for active 

           
Standard 2.2.4?

Planning

Standard 2.2.4

37
2.2 Ground Floor 

Uses

Standard 2.2.3



Bike storage is not an active use unless it is manned (either valet or repair) Planning
We recognize that its not typially considered an 
"Active Use", but have discussed this with Planning 
Staff and agreed that we would permit bike storage 
so long as spaces like this are limited to no more 
than 50% of the frontage.

Ella and Maia: We have 
discussed this but Planning 
Staff disagrees that we came to 
final consensus on this issue. 
See above…

I think if bike storage is 
limited in size/% of 
frontage, and has a 
direct connection to 
the street, that it need 
not be manned, similar 
to a lobby.

Provide a maximum area for a micro-retail use. Also clarify if there are any 
limits on the number or location of micro-retail uses. 

Planning

Text at bottom of page re: Dwelling Units with direct access to public sidewalk--
just add this to the list of bullets.

Planning This wasn't changed…

Standard 2.2.6 Accessory uses up to 50% of GSF is too high. Reduce to 1/3. Planning

This was explicitly discussed at several meeting and 
is intended as a way of making retail uses more 
viable.

Ella and Maia: We have 
discussed this but Planning 
Staff disagrees that we came to 
final consensus on this issue. 

If it's half the GSF then it's by 
definition no longer an 
accessory use. Is there a 
precedent for this anywhere 
else in the city?

I am not aware of 
anywhere permitting 
50% accessory use. If I 
recall, we had 
discussed increased 
accessory use for the 
PDR ( which have to be 
at least 40' deep). We 
discussed allowing 
increase % of retail or 
office space for PDR 
businesses that also sell 
direct and run their 
opperations from the 
same space. I a not 
opposed to increasing 
to 40% ( for example) in 
the priority retail zone  
where the use depth is 
required to 40', but I 
think we need to keep 
clear what use is 
accessory to what use.

Standard 2.2.7 Clarify--private or public land? Planning This applies to all buildings
Maia: does this address your 
question?

"Locations indicated as Active Corners are required to provide, for a minimum 
of 30 feet of the frontage on each corner..." Should it be "from  each corner"?

Planning

Why are active corners defined as 30', but corners are defined as 50'? Planning
Need to confirm with buildings 
chapter

Guideline 2.2.9
This is already included in Standard 2.2.4--why not just put any extra detail in 
the standard? Or is it intended as a guideline? See see note above re: Standard 
2.2.4

Planning

Create a secondary tier for active frontages so that every building side has an 
intention and expectation-- each building side should have a classification.

Planning

As discussed with Planning Staff on August 9th, we 
will provide at least 20% of frontages along Georgia 
Lane and Craig Lane with secondary Active Lane 
Uses. Ground floor uses diagram updated 
accordingly. Also created "Active Lane Frontages" 
standard with uses as discussed.

Thank you. Please clarify that 
"Active Lane Frontage" is the 
same as "Active Use Frontage" 
in terms of allowed uses (if 
indeed, that is the case). 

Recommend including SE corner of Block 13 or SW corner of Block 1 as Active 
Corner

Planning

PARKS/OPEN SPACE
Reviewers
J. Francis, P. Race, L. Fisher, M. Small, A. Vanderslice (Planning)
Y. Golan, S. Bradley (RPD)
J. Kwong (Public Works)
Public Utilities Commission

 

38
2.2 Ground Floor 

Uses

Standard 2.2.8

39
2.2 Ground Floor 

Uses
Figure 2.2.1

   



N/A 3.0 Open Space
General--Planting 

and Furnishing 
Palettes

Document includes separate but similar palettes for streets and parks, and 
even a unique planting palette for the Waterfront Park. We appreciate the 
effort to create unique spaces throughout the site, but there is a fair amount of 
redundancy that makes the document longer than it probably needs to be. 
Ultimately, we want this to be a user-friendly document for future designers 
and City staff. Let's discuss possible ways to consolidate.

Planning

N/A 3.0 Open Space
General--All Cross-

Sections

Where pole lighting fixtures or other overhead fixtures are proposed, please 
include these in section renderings for purposes of appoximate scale and 
placement.

Planning

N/A 3.0 Open Space
General--Dog Play 

Area

At least one public dog play area should be provided. Without one, dog owners 
will let their dogs run free in all/most open spaces and user conflict will arise. 
Please locate a dog play area somewhere on the site.

RPD, Planning

N/A 3.0 Open Space General--Rec Potential locations for rec center should be noted somewhere in this chapter. RPD

N/A 3.0 Open Space General--Soccer
We still believe referring to a multi-purpose lawn that will can only host U-6 
games as a "soccer field" is misleading. Similarly, The Point will not have a 
playground with play structures, but rather an "informal play area".

RPD

N/A 3.0 Open Space
General--Historic 

and Environmental 
Interpretation

The interpretation of the site's history and of the proposed green 
infrastructure should be more clearly incorporated into the D4D's narrative, 
standards, and guidelines. We appreciate the content developed thus far in the 
interpretive master plan and historic district controls and see those chapters as 
important in describing the overarching story, but would also like the content 
expressed more exclicitly in the rest of the document. 

Planning

43 3.0 Open Space Intro Text First paragraph is wordy and repetitive. Streamline and make more succinct. Planning

44
3.1 Open Space 

Network
Text What exactly is included in 6.2 acres of open space? Planning

Label Illinois Street on location map for added context Planning
Update label 9 to "Rooftop U-10  Soccer Field" RPD
In Draft 1 comments there was a request to specify coastal or urban flooding 
when referring to flood events. Response says both but it doesn't appear to be 
reflected in Draft 2. 

Planning

Delete "waterfront" in first sentence--these are issues facing all of SF. Planning

General
Indicate what % and how much SF of the public open space is being lost in 
adaptation scheme.

Planning

"Waterfront Park shall be..." Planning
Should be numbered 3.3.1 Planning

49
3.3 Resilience & 

Adaptation
Figures 3.3.3, 3.20.3 Need to include a key for acronyms used in the sections. Planning

50
3.4 Open Space 

Pedestrian 
Circulation

Photos
Need a header for the photos; e.g. "Example Pathway Conditions". Should have 
a figure number?

Planning

52 3.5 Urban Forest Intro Text
4th paragraph, provide section reference for streetscape tree planting 
guidelines (4.11). The rationale being that open space and streetscape palettes 
should be complimentary and cross referenced.

Planning

Standard 3.5.1 Penultimate line, delete "and" at end of the line. Planning
As a selection criterion add "adaptability to climate change." Planning
"carbon" sequestration, not GHG Planning
Might want to add something about flowering schedules and maintenance; e.g. 
likely don't want trees that drop a lot of berries or seed pods. 

Planning

Standard 3.5.3A Is this subjection of this standard supposed to be its own standard? Clarify. Planning

Standard 3.5.4D

Is the 13'-6" clearance above roadway surface only within the the required fire 
clear area? If so, the last sentence should be rephrased. As it reads currently, it 
suggests that tree canopy cannot encroach anywhere over the roadway 
surface unless 13.5' or higher. For example, a lower canopy might be 
permissable over a curbside parking lane.

Planning

Guidelines
All the guidelines are related to a standard already--possible to consolidate into 
the standards?

Planning

Figure 3.5.1 In legend, delete "East" after Potrero Station Park Planning

52 3.5 Urban Forest

Standard 3.5.2

53 3 5 Urban Forest

45
3.1 Open Space 

Network
Figure 3.1.1

48
3.3 Resilience & 

Adaptation
Text

48
3.3 Resilience & 

Adaptation
Standard 3.2.1



Standard 3.5.6D
Establishment is referred to as three years here, but in 3.5.4(e ) it refers to 
three to five years, and in 3.6.2 a minimum of three years. For consistency, 
recommend standardizing at "minimum of three years."

Planning

55 3.5 Urban Forest Figure 3.5.2
Under recomended species for Power Station Park, the latin name for African 
Fern Pine seems to be incomplete?

Planning

As understood, this project will propose to develop a Separate Sewer Area 
(MS4) and a Combined Sewer Area (CS).  As discussed previously, SFPUC 
recommends using the general term 'Stormwater Management' to discuss 
overall stormwater management requirements; when discussing stormwater 
management in the CS areas, use 'stormwater management' or 'stormwater 
rate and volume reduction'; when discussing stormwater management in the 
MS4 Areas, use 'stormwater treatment'. Update language to reflect the 
differing SW performance requirements in each sewer area. Refer to the online 
'SFPUC Summary Flyer' for proposer language to describe performance 
requirements regarding the stormwater management in each sewer areas, 
http://sfwater.org/modules/showdocument.aspx?documentid=9025.

PUC

Stormwater management is a 'sustainable system'.  However, due to the 
regulatory requirements related to SW performance, SFPUC suggest splitting 
3.6.2 Site Irrigation into a separate section (i.e., 3.7).

PUC

Split into two separate sections; one for CS areas (volume and rate reduction 
requirements), and one for MS4 areas (treatment requirements). Refer to 
'SMR Summary Flyer', above.

PUC

57

3.6 Stormwater 
Treatment & 
Sustainable 

Systems

Figure 3.6.1
Show CS Area and MS4 Area delineation per the updated IP. The project team 
shall be aware that BMPs located on each side of the delineation will serve a 
different stormwater performance requirement (volume/rate or treatment).

PUC

56-58

3.6 Stormwater 
Treatment & 
Sustainable 

Systems

Standards
Not understanding the difference between the Standards on page 56 and 58 - 
seems any stormwater treatment areas in public or private open spaces would 
have the same standards?

Planning

"Except as provided for in Section 3.19..." Is this just supposed to read "As 
provided for..."? If not, it doesn't make any sense. Please clarify.

Planning

"...movable furniture and fixtures shall be permitted in open spaces adjacent to 
eating and drinking establishments." This is too vague. Is this referring to the 
immediate space along their frontage, or anywhere within an adjoining open 
space? Within 20' of building frontage? Within 20' of business door? 

Planning

Make last three paragraphs bullets under second paragraph. Planning

Standard 3.7.6
All waste receptacles throughout the site (open spaces and streets) need to 
accommodate at least recycling and ideally compost in parks since they will be 
privately managed, then can add leaf icon.

Planning

Guideline 3.7.8
Note need for furnishings to be compatible with industrial character of the 
district

Planning

61
3.7 Site 

Furnishings
Figure 3.7.1

Why are there no indicated site furnishings in Stack Plaza? Why are there no 
public benches indicated along the Blue Greenway immediately adjacent to 
Stack Plaza and the Point? Public benches along the entire length of the Blue 
Greenway seems a natural fit for a public promenade.

Planning

63 3.7 Site 
Furnishings

Figure 3.7.2 Include a lighted bollard if this is also an option for open space lighting Planning

"Bicycle racks will be located in well-lit, highly visible locations. Bicycle racks 
will be easty to use and conveniently located within parks and plazas adjacent 
to bicycle circulation routes...Bicycle racks should be durable and practical with 
a design similar in function to the inverted 'U' or the Welle Circular bicycle 
rack." These should be standards.

Planning

Pressurized drip irrigation? In Draft 1 response to comments it was noted this 
was added to this section, but we're not seeing it.

Planning

60
3.7 Site 

Furnishings

Standard 3.7.3

  
   

I t  T t

53 3.5 Urban Forest

56

3.6 Stormwater 
Treatment & 
Sustainable 

Systems

General

3.6 Stormwater 
Treatment & 
Sustainable 

Systems

Standard 3.6.1



"Groups of two or more bicycle racks shall be installed as part of the initial 
design of open spaces. Where space allows, larger groupings of bicycle racks 
("bicycle corrals") may be installed." Is this just saying a minimum of two bike 
racks is required in each open space? If so, it's already included as a Standard 
(3.8.1). Add a guideline saying bike corrals are permitted for additional bike 
parking capacity where space allows. 

Planning

Standard 3.8.1
Update as follows: "Locate a minimum of two bicycle racks (four bicycle 
parking spots) within each pubic open space, with bike corrals encouraged 
where space allows ."

Planning

65
3.8 Bicycle 

Parking - Open 
Space

Figure 3.8.1
Consider adding bike racks along Delaware Street at entrance to Humboldt 
Plaza and Stack Plaza.

Planning

Standard 3.9.2 Update: "All materials shall be durable and  capable of withstanding..." Planning

Guideline 3.9.5a First sentence is incomplete Planning

Guideline 3.9.6
Note compatibility of paving and materials with industrial character of the 
district

Planning

Guidelines 3.9.8
Recommend adding sustainable forest products (FSC-certified) or recycled 
wood be used here (ideally in all uses of wood throughout the site), then can 
add leaf icon.

Planning

67
3.9 Paving & 

Materials
Figure 3.9.1 Bottom right and bottom center photos are pixelated. Find clearer images? Planning

Intro Text
Last line revise to: "For Rooftop Soccer Field lighting standards , see Section 5: 
Buildings"

Planning

General
Any lighting required at the path of pedestrian travel must be from PUC 
catalogue if PUC is to maintain.

PUC

Standard 3.11.1 Should have a leaf icon and could say "and/or use solar power" Planning

Standard 3.11.3
Upon PUC review and approval - Facial recognition may be waved for the lights 
directly adjacent to the water.

PUC

Standards 3.11.3 
and 3.11.5

These standards seem redundant. Can they be combined into one? Planning

Standard 3.11.4 
and Guideline 

These seem redundant. Can they be combined into one? Planning

Guideline 3.11.10 Should Turbine Plaza be added to this list for potential special lighting? Planning
Shade bay overlook at Humboldt Plaza as Zone 1 Planning
Should Turbine Plaza be shaded as Zone 1? Is there a different plan for this 
open space?

Planning

Suggest splitting zone 1 or adding a separate zone for lights directly at the edge 
of the waterway. Treatment of that area can be unique (unless private 
vehicular traffic is restricted on the entirety of zone 1).

PUC

Areas open to private (non governmental) motorized vehicular traffic  must 
comply with IES standards; with the potential exception of the lighting directly 
adjacent to the waterfront.

PUC

72 3.11 Site Lighting Figure 3.11.2 Please add precedent images for all lighting type zones. Planning

73 3.11 Site Lighting Figure 3.11.3
Suggest adding additional façade lighting example specifically for the Stack 
(Conservatory light projection is great, but general façade lighting example 
would seem appropriate to inlcude here as well).

Planning

75 3.12 Wellness Figure 3.12.2
The Point--note that other fitness program will also be located here. 
Naturalistic play/fitness structures?

Planning

76 3.13 Public Art Guideline 3.13.2
Update as follows: "Public art installations may also engage or make visible the 
unique climatic/ecological  conditions and water flows of the site."

Planning

77 3.13 Public Art Figure 3.13.1
We've discussed multiple times the potential for Turbine Plaza being a location 
for public art, but it is not indicated as such on this Figure.

Planning

NW corner of Power Station Park east--kiosk needed directly adjacent to 
required retail corner?

Planning

Remove kiosk area from the Point. Planning

66
3.9 Paving & 

Materials

70 3.11 Site Lighting

71 3.11 Site Lighting Figure 3.11.1

3 14 Mobile Carts 
  

   
 

64
3.8 Bicycle 

Parking - Open 
Space

Intro Text



We have no objection to mobile cars/kiosks but would like to offer some 
insight from our Permits & Reservations team: mobile food carts are very 
limited in terms of how well they can work and that there needs to be vehicle 
access to drop off the cart. We recommend designing for food truck, since they 
tend to do better, but there needs to be a power source so that they don’t 
have to run engines.

RPD

Standard 3.15.1 At the end, add "See Section 3.22 Turbine Plaza" Planning

Standard 3.15.3
Clarify that the Waterfront Park is located in the MS4 area and will be required 
to meet the stormwater treatment performance requirements.

PUC

Standard 3.15.5
This standard refers to Section 5: Buildings but we can't find anything on 
publicly accessible restrooms in Section 5.

Planning

81
3.15 Waterfront 

Park
Figure 3.15.2

Why does fitness lawn not extend all the way to the bay overlook at Humboldt 
Street Plaza? Is there no ped access between the two intended? If not, why 

Planning

Standard 3.16.1
Make clear that Blue Greenway is only accessible by pedestrians, bikes, and 
emergency/maintenance vehicles.

PUC, Planning

Standard 3.16.3 Delete extra space Planning

83
3.16 Waterfront 
Park - Circulation

Figure 3.16.1
Dashed line of Bay Trail through the Point makes it seem like that part of the 
trail is not part of the project. Make solid and extend dashed portion to the 
south side of the Spreckles warehouse.

Planning

Section Title

We recommend renaming this Section. The Waterfront Park as it is presented 
in this document is everything east of Delaware Street, but the standards and 
guidelines in this section just relate to elements directly on the shoreline 
adjacent to the water. Renaming it something like "Shoreline Open Space 
Elements" or similar will help clarify why other areas of the waterfront park are 
not described in depth here.

Planning

Standard 3.17.3 Update as follows: "An open natural  turf area for picnicking..." Planning

Guideline 3.17.8
This has been changed from a standard in Draft 1 to a guideline in Draft 2. 
Why? What is timeline for determining feasibility?

Planning

Intro Text

First paragraph, penultimate line, strike "and animals." Visitors should have 
minimal contact with animals to protect wildlife.

Second paragraph, penultimate line, udpate to "...climate-appropriate and -
adaptive... ". Same update in Standard 3.18.1, penultimate line.

Planning

Standard 3.18.1 Reference Figure 3.18.1 Planning

88
3.19 Waterfront 
Outdoor Service 

Areas
Standard 3.19.3

Last sentence, note that these spaces must include at least some permanent, 
non-movable seating

Planning

90 3.20 The Point Standard 3.20.3
Consider adding a water fountain here as well, it would complement the picnic 
area, play area and Bayfront trail.

RPD

Standard 3.20.8  
and Figure 3.20.1

There is no mention of bench seating or other for casual seating or quiet 
observation of the bay. In addition to picnic tables/benches and informal play 
areas, suggest adding seating elements closer to the waters edge (benches, 
stones, etc) in the renderings to indicate seating areas that are oriented 
outwards to the bay for moments of reflection and observation.

Additionally, it was noted in response to Draft 1 comments that a 
recommendation to provide shaded seating was added to this standard, but it 
is not here.

Planning, RPD

Figure 3.20.1

Consider the transition from the industrial character of 23rd Street to The 
Point.  While understanding limitations related to underground utility 
easement, is there a way to make the transition more gradual? Include a 
consideration of this transition in the guidelines.

Planning

93 3.20 The Point Figure 3.20.3

Provide approximate dimensions in cross-section. 

The connection between the Bay Shore Planting area and the Blue Greenway is 
unclear. The planting area steps down and then the Blue Greenway is higher? 
Clarify this relationship.

Planning

General
Heighten the importance of Stack Plaza as a more formal, monumental and 
civic space.

Planning

  

80
3.15 Waterfront 

Park

82
3.16 Waterfront 
Park - Circulation

84
3.17 Waterfront 
Park - Program & 

Design

86

3.18 Waterfront 
Park - Planting, 

Ecology, and 
Habitat

90-93 3.20 The Point

79

3.14 Mobile Carts 
and Semi-Public 
Kiosks in Open 

Space

Figure 3.14.1



Standard 3.21.1

_Note that physical connection between Stack and Unit 3 should also be 
maintained by preserving exhaust structure.
_"The space around the Stack shall incorporate a balanced combination of 
paved plaza space and low  planted areas."

Planning

Standard 3.21.6 
and Guideline 

Note compatibility of paving, materials, and furnishings with industrial 
character of the district

Planning

94-95 3.21 Stack Plaza
Figure 3.21.1 and 
Giudeline 3.21.10

The visual connection to the Spreckles buildings to the south should be 
celebrated rather than screened. Some trees or another type of buffer lining 
property line between plaza and southern property may be okay, but think 
about how this relationship could be an asset--particularly in the long term 
when Spreckles building has new use or tenants.

Planning

Label 3 large primary paths in Stack Plaza Planning
The Point is mis-labelled as 11 instead of 12. Planning
Is the entire area between the Tree Row/Buffer and property line needed for 
loading at the Spreckles building? Is that why you're not building out to the 
property line?

Planning

How wide is the transbay cable easement area south of stack plaza? What are 
the extents?

Planning

97 3.21 Stack Plaza Figure 3.21.3
Provide approximate dimensions in cross-section. 
Provide key for acronyms.

Planning

Intro Text

Start off by stating the vision for the space. i.e. it's a flexible space for 
temporary events with a focus on public art, interpretive exhibits, etc. Then get 
into the nitty gritty of how the space fuctions. Follow similar format to the 
Stack Plaza narrative.

Planning

Standard 3.22.1 "...interpretive program, such as interpretive exhibits." Redundant. Planning
Standard 3.22.4 Provide min. and max. dimensions for walls and roof. Planning

Hours: update to "8pm or sunset, whichever is later." This info may just belong  
in the DA--let's discuss.

Planning

Guideline 3.22.5

Given the unique nature of the paving pattern and the amount of it, add 
language about in-pavement lighting that highlights and accentuates the 
unique geometry of the paving and references the salvaged crane and turbines. 
Also applicable to 3.32.3

Planning

Guideline 3.22.8 "Permanent public art features are encouraged ." Planning
Guideline 3.22.9 Include option of utilizing Gate House as structure to house pump house. Planning

Should "Waterfront Trail" be labeled "Bay Trail"? Planning
Label Waterfront Terrace Planning
Is there any other possible location for the pump house? Locating it 
immediately adjacent to one of the premier public spaces on the site rather 
than be integrated into the utility function of Block 9 is concerning? If it 
absolutely must be located here then its design really needs to be treated with 
extreme care. Recommend incorporating standards related to this issue.

Planning

99 3.22 Turbine Plaza General Possible to include precedent photos for this space? Planning
Label curb cuts for passenger drop-off Planning
Can EVA curbcuts be mountable, rolled curbs rather than full curb cuts to 
minimize the appearance that it is a regular vehicle access-way? If possible, 
consider driveable turf as planter strips at these locations as well.

Planning

General

Humbolt Street plaza seems the least developed of the open spaces-- lacking a 
uniqueness in its design. This is the primary way most people will enter the 
waterfront, consider it a gateway and intense public access point.Since it will 
need to be flexible, consider special paving or furnishings that give it a distinct 
identity.

Planning

Intro Text

_Strike comma in first line.
_Strike 3rd sentence re: EVA (already stated in the standards).
_Make last sentence the first sentence in order to lead with the vision for the 
space.

Planning

Figure 3.24.1
Show a wider view with retail on the sides. Maybe fewer trees? Update to 
reflect latest design with paths against buildings.

Planning

101
3.23 Unit 3 Entry 

Plaza
Figure 3.23.1

102
3.24 Humboldt 

Street Plaza

94 3.21 Stack Plaza

95 3.21 Stack Plaza Figure 3.21.1 

98 3.22 Turbine Plaza

99 3.22 Turbine Plaza Figure 3.22.2



103
3.24 Humboldt 

Street Plaza
Figure 3.24.2

Stormwater planter at Delaware and Humboldt seems too large for the 
location. Appears to create a pedestrian pinch point, particularly since there is 
no sidewalk easement allowance at this location in the Block 4 Controls in the 
Appendix. Can it be resized, relocated, or reshaped? 

Planning

Why are the paths in the cross section different dimensions? Why not make 
them both 11 feet?

Planning

Section captions are cut off. Planning
Intro Text Update last line to: "...welcoming and public active places." Planning

General
It appears that there are publicly accessible restrooms located on Blocks 5 (on 
the roof with the soccer field?) and Block 9. Seems like there should also be 
one in between to serve Power Station Park.

Planning

The white seating/planting elements still appear comically large and feel like 
they are cluttering the space. The argument for a "strong" edge to the turf area 
as a rationale for these elements doesn't ring true--this park is flanked by tall 
buildings on both sides, which already provide a strong edge to the space 
overall. That being said, the concern about containing the soccer program with 
the turf area is understandable, but we believe it can be accomplished through 
a softer edge that utilizes berms, planted areas, and a few large seating 
elements similar to what is being proposed but still allows some permeability 
to the southern pathway.  

Planning

If a canopy is to be incorporated in the north side of the space, we'd prefer to 
see it incorporated into the building in the graphics.

Planning

We understand that this is just a conceptual design, but images are powerful. 
We don't want to set precedents for future design phases with graphics in the 
D4D that we have fundamental issues with. 

Planning

Because this section is talking about the interface of Louisiana Paseo with 
Power Station Park in general, consider using a rendering that shows that 
interface rather than an east facing shot of Unit 3.

Planning

108

3.26 Power 
Station Park & 

Louisiana Paseo 
Overview - Ped 

Circulation

Standard 3.26.1
Second line, make the word "Throughway" plural (ie "Throughways")
Fourth line, replace the word "heart" with "core."

Planning

Standard 3.27.2 This standard is missing its header. Planning

Standard 3.27.3
Will the thermal energy plant have any impact on the programing above the 
pipe connection?

RPD

Standard 3.28.1
Since the fields won't be permanently lined, update to say that the field can 
accommodate up to two U-6 fields for simultaneous  play.

Planning

Standard 3.28.5 Last line, update to: "...and up to  two under-6 youth soccer fields ." Planning
Guidelines 3.28.6 

and 3.28.14
We disagree that the awning/canopy should be free-standing. We would also 
like to add the flexibility of using a row of trees to establish intermediate scale.

Planning

111
3.28 Power 

Station Park East
Figure 3.28.1

Your response to Draft 1 comments notes a min U-6 field size of 60x120 per 
AYSO but this figure shows minimum dimensions of 45x75. This is fairly large 
size discrepancy.

RPD

114
3.28 Power 

Station Park East
Figure 3.28.4

Large-scale events held on flexible lawn will require access by loading vehicles. 
How is this provided? Can turf handle large vehicle loads?

Planning

Standards All standards and guidelines should be 3.19.XX not 3.28.XX Planning

Standard 3.29.11

Please  add "during daycare center operation hours" at the end of the second 
sentence. Consider adding designated adult exercise equipment (as opposed to 
sculptural play elements) wherever possible, especially along waterfront. (Also 
relevant to Guideline 3.28.18)

RPD

120
3.30 Louisiana 

Paseo
Standard 3.30.1

Update text to: "Between Blocks 6 and 10 there shall be a highly transparent 
overhead canopy structure..."

Planning

121
3.30 Louisiana 

Paseo
Figure 3.30.1

What is the large tan, rectangular element in the western leg of Louisiana 
Paso?

Planning

109
3.27 Power 

Station Park & 
Louisiana Paseo 

110
3.28 Power 

Station Park East

116
3.29 Power 

Station Park West

104
3.24 Humboldt 

Street Plaza
Figure 3.24.3

106

3.25 Power 
Station Park & 

Louisiana Paseo - 
Overview

Figure 3.25.1



122
3.30 Louisiana 

Paseo
Figure 3.30.2

_How would food trucks enter the southern end of Louisiana Paseo? There is 
no curb cut and parking on 23rd Street would prevent access from the 
southern end. Please clarify.
_Show adjacent block numbers 

Planning

123
3.30 Louisiana 

Paseo
Figure 3.30.3

_Are residential entrances possible in this portion of the Paseo? If so, 
recommend showing that condition on at least one side.
_Show adjacent block numbers

Planning

Update text to: "A clear access route from street level shall be provided
with elevator and stair access and legible wayfinding."

Planning

Note preference for access directly across from western leg of Louisiana Paseo Planning

Standard 3.31.4
Is the 20 feet just in reference to the wind screen or the protective netting as 
well? Please clarify. Is there a min/max height for the netting?

Planning

Standard 3.31.7 Sports field is not PUC lighting PUC
Note approximate restroom location. Is it intended to be on the roof or 
elsewhere on Block 5? Also note in Standard 3.31.3.

Planning, RPD

Please note the field size. RPD

Recommend showing Delaware Street extension on P70 property on all 
appropriate figures.

Planning

Per Mike Sallaberry at MTA, all class 2 and class 4 bike lanes should be painted 
green to increase visibilty and discourage vehicle loading in inappropriate 
locations.

Planning

N/A General All Cross-Sections
Where pole lighting fixtures or other overhead fixtures are proposed, please 
include these in section renderings for purposes of appoximate scale and 
placement.

Planning

N/A General
Historic District 

Controls and Interp 
Master Plan

Please incorporate content from Historic Controls and interpretive master plan 
into the Standards and Guidelines of this section.

Planning

N/A General Special Paving
Note as an item for follow-up: we understand you are exploring the use of 
textured paving at specific intersections to visually tighten radii that still allows 
for fire and large vehicle turns. We look forward to seeing this.

Planning

N/A General
Standards & 
Guidelines

Lots of repeated standards and guidelines. Any way to consolidate? Planning

Public Works Code Article 15, Section 706 places the maintenance and liability 
responsibility of the sidewalk area to the fronting property owner.

Public Works

SF Public Works will not accept or maintain seating in the furnishing zone, 
storm water planters, planting and landscaping strips. (Public Works)

Further discussion needed to more precisely define what elements are 
excluded from Public Works maintenance. (Planning)

Public Works

N/A General Sidewalks
Sidewalk widths below six (6) feet shall require variance from Planning 
Department for the Better Street Plan.

Public Works

Text
Under Mixed-Use Streets bullet, it says "Their use and character are in a state 
of constant change." Is this accurate? What is meant by this?

Planning

Standard 4.1.1
Please add to standards that streets are designed for SU-30 and to 
accommodate WB-40.

SFMTA

Conceptual location of Michigan Alley on Block 13 should be acknowledged in 
this Figure.

Planning

Is Block 13 set back from property line on Illinois Street due to an easement? 
What is the concept for this extra-wide sidewalk? What is the proposed 
sidewalk width and amenities for the northern side of Block 13 along 22nd 
Street?

Planning

135
4.2 Pedestrian 

Network
Photos

While curbside tables and chairs are permitted by Public Works, they are fairly 
rare in San Francisco. Suggest replacing this photo.

Planning

125 3.31 Rooftop Field Figure 3.31.2

132
4.1 Street 
Overview

133
4.1 Street 
Overview

Figure 4.1.1

N/A General All Plan Drawings

N/A General
Maintenance & 

Liability

124 3.31 Rooftop Field

Standard 3.31.1

STREETS
Reviewers 
J. Francis, M. Small, P. Race (Planning)
SFMTA
SFPUC
J. Kwong (Public Works)



Standard 4.2.1C
Is this refering to public sidewalks adjacent to the ends of these parks? Please 
clarify.

Planning

Standards
In Draft 1 response to comments, you say you've added a new standard for 
Pedestrian Priority Zones, but we're not seeing it. 

Planning

Standard 4.2.3
Shared public ways should comply with PUC/DPW agreement in regards to 
maintenance.

PUC

Intro Text
First paragraph, update text to: "Ranging from sharrows to protected bicycle 
lanes, most  public  streets at the Power Station will include bicycle facilities." 
Craig Lane is public, right? 

Planning

Bike Lane 
Classifications

Please add to discussion of Class I bikeways that these kind of shared-use paths 
will include signage and other indicators that a) users are entering a shared 
space, and b) yield to peds (these needs have come out of recent conversations 
attempting to resolve accessibility concernes re shared spaces).

SFMTA

Standard 4.3.1 First sentence refers to Figure 4.19, which doesn't exist. Planning

Guidelines
As guideline here, or elsewhere in the Streets Chapter, describe long-term 
vision of improved bike/ped facilities on the south side of 23rd Street. Can be in 
narrative section outside of a standard or guideline. 

Planning

141
4.3 Bicycle 
Network

Figure 4.3.1

Recommendation was made in Draft 1 comments to set back north facade of 
Block 13 to allow for Class II bike lane on 22nd Street eastbound. We agree 
that the provision of housing needs to be balanced with the design of complete 
streets. Rather than a full facade setback, please explore an inset on first and 
second stories that could allow for a bike lane. As noted above, please describe 
sidewalk widths and designs along north and west sides of Block 13.

Planning

Retitle to "Existing  Transit Context Map" Planning
Label 4th/King, 22nd St, and 16th Street BART/Caltrain stations. Planning
"Muni Metro" misspelled in legend. Planning
Difficult to distinguish between layover and normal bus stop symbols. Planning
Update Legend to: "Transit Operator  Restroom" Planning

End of second paragraph--align length of service with EIR language. It is our 
understanding from Luba that the project needs to have shuttle service even 
after XX goes into service. Please add langauge saying that the project will 
coordinate with SFMTA on future routes and service.

Planning, SFMTA

Third paragraph, add space between "See Figure" Planning
Second paragraph last sentence, update text to: "Two routes are shown; the 
alternate route without the connection through Pier 70  is provided in case the 
planned connection to Maryland Street should be restricted by construction 
activity, phasing issues, or otherwise."

Planning

Figure 4.6.1 Label Mission Street, 16th Street, Mississippi Street, and 22nd Street Planning

146
4.6 Shuttle 
Network

Figure 4.6.2 Update Legend to: "Transit Operator  Restroom" Planning

148
4.7 Vehicular 

Network
Intro Text

Update text to: "...while Humboldt and 23rd S treets, with their direct 
connections to Illinois and Third Streets, respectively, 
will provide east-west connections to and from the site."

Planning

Standard 4.8.1
Last sentence, clarify: "Fire access zones are within (??)  the minimum length of 
100 feet."

Planning

Standard 4.8.2
Second paragraph, update text to: "Potential fire access within Power Station 
Park West may be required if  Block 7 is developed with more than one 
building."

Planning

Standard 4.8.5
This is not required in any City code. If included at all, it should be a guideline 
not a standard.

Planning

152
4.9 Curb 

Management
Standard 4.9.2

Please change Metered Parking header to Metered Curb (the curb may be for 
loading and may be metered). Then, change text to "Meters, where required 
by the SFMTA, shall meet SFMTA guidelines and policies."

SFMTA

Would be helpful to have two colors differentiating parking and loading so that 
at a glance one can see the proportion and locations of each (i.e. what's 
already being done on pg. 155 describing universal parking and loading.)

Planning

Maintenance vehicles have to be able to access the stack to replace 
poles/fixtures if they are SFPUC-maintained.

PUC

144
4.5 Transit 
Network

Figure 4.5.1

145
4.5 Transit 
Network

Figure 4.5.2

136
4.2 Pedestrian 

Network

138
4.3 Bicycle 
Network

140
4.3 Bicycle 
Network

153
4.9 Curb 

Management
Figure 4.9.1

146
4.6 Shuttle 
Network

Intro Text

150
4.8 Emergency 
Vehicle Access



Standard 4.10.1
Why is this standard needed? Can't we just make a general statement that 
universal access on the site is provided per Figure 4.10.1?

Planning

Standard 4.10.2
Second paragraph: "...unless disapproved by SFDPW or SFMTA." Why is this 
statement provided? Are you trying to say they are required unless DPW and 
MTA decide that they aren't necessary? Seems like a superfluous statement.

Planning

156
4.10 Universal 

Passenger 
Loading Zones 

Figures 4.10.2 and 
4.10.3

This design raises red flags; the path of travel between the top of the curb 
ramp and the back of the sidewalk is not wide enough. SFMTA does not 
recommend installing an access aisle in locations where there is less than 14 
feet total sidewalk space. (SFMTA)

Update this typical condition drawing to reflect ideal sidewalk width per MTA's 
guidance and check against proposed conditions sitewide to ensure that, 
where universal passenger loading zones are proposed, there is enough 
sidewalk width to accommodate them. (Planning) 

SFMTA, Planning

Intro Text

After the 3rd paragraph, add a paragraph referencing urban open space urban 
forest guidelines using suggested language or similar: "The following standards 
and guidelines apply only to areas within the public right of way such as street 
and publicly owned open spaces. For areas urban forest considerations outside 
of the public ralm within privately owned publicly accessible open spaces, 
please reference 3.5 Urban Forest."

Planning

Guidelines 4.11.5 
and 4.11.6

Can these guidelines be combined? Planning

Figures 4.11.1 and 
4.11.2

On Figure 4.11.1, trees in orange zone are listed as 50' at maturity, Figure 
4.11.2 does not list any trees above 45' at maturity. Please reconcile.

Planning

Figure 4.11.1

The large trees - (50') at maturity require a larger seperation between the tree 
and roadway lighting; recommend the project consider only placing tree on 
one side of the roadway. (PUC)

Or use a slightly smaller tree in order to be able to plant on both sides. 
(Planning)

PUC, Planning

Standard 4.13.3
Can we get away with a minimum 4 feet in width where sidewalks are 
pinched? We've made this accommodation in other places.

Planning

Guideline 4.13.7 Says "See Section 4.13", but this is section 4.13. Update. Planning
Same as Section 3.6 Comments. As understood, this project will propose to 
develop a Combined Sewer Area (CSS) and Separate Sewer Area (MS4), 
therefore the SFPUC recommends using the general term 'Stormwater 
Management' to discuss overall stormwater management requirements; when 
discussing stormwater management in the CSS areas, use 'stormwater 
management' or 'stormwater rate and volume reduction'; when discussing 
stormwater management in the MS4 Areas, use 'stormwater treatment'.

PUC

Same as Section 3.6 Comments. While stormwater management is a 
sustainable system; due to the specific regulatory requirements and need to 
clarify to two distinct SW performance requirements, the SFPUC request 
splitting 3.6.2 Site Irrigation into a separate section (i.e. 3.7).

PUC

Intro Text

This is a repeat comment from Draft 1 as we don't feel that it was 
addressed...Add why-do-we-care statement into intro, including urban flood 
resilience and eliminating combined sewage discharge into the Bay -- and the 
fact that stormwater management is not inherently with "green" 

Planning

167
4.14 Stormwater, 

Site Hydrology, 
and Irrigation

Figure 4.14.1

Show the CSS Area and MS4 Area delineation per the updated IP. The Project 
Team shall be aware that BMPs located on each side of the delineation will 
serve a different stormwater performance requirement. In the legend, state 
the possibility of use of permeable paving on Delaware and Louisiana (if still 
proposed); consider use of a unique hatch for these two areas to depict the 
unique SW approach.

PUC

Standard 4.15.4
This says tree grates may be used on streets less than 60 feet wide. However, 
Humboldt Street, which is 70 feet, is probably the location where tree grates 
would be most appropriate given its retail-oriented character.

Planning

154
4.10 Universal 

Passenger 
Loading Zones 

166
4.14 Stormwater, 

Site Hydrology, 
and Irrigation

General

 

158 4.11 Urban Forest

159-160 4.11 Urban Forest

164
4.13 Streetscape 

Planting



Text
Just under "Standards" header there is text that reads "Furnishings shall be 
located within the furnishing zone." Is this intended to be its own standard?

Planning

Guidelines
Note here and in Open Space chapter the possibility of using salvaged site 
materials as site furnishings, where safe/appropriate.

Planning

171 4.15 Furnishing Figure 4.15.1
Replace photo of stainless steel bollard with something more authentic to the 
historic character of the district.

Planning

172
4.16 Street 

Lighting Design
Standard 4.16.2 Shall comply with IES standards for road type in question. PUC

172
4.16 Street 

Lighting Design
Standards 4.16.4 

and 4.16.6
These standards seem redundant. Can they be combined into one? Planning

Park edge and Alley lighting types may call for bollards or similar. Recommend 
including a lighted bollard example if a non-ped pole light is an option.

Planning

Louis Poulsen and Philips Urban Scape pole and fixtures are added in the city 
catalog and ready for use.

PUC

Remove:
_"Pedestrian level light - Public Streets - Landscape forms Alcott 12' to 16' 
Pole" (bottom row, second from left)
_"Pedestrian level light - Non Public Streets - Landscape forms FGP, Hess Linea 
or similar, 12' to 16' Pole" (bottom row, second from right)

PUC

Change table to comply with IES standards. IE 23rd which is collector light has a 
minimum maintained fc of 0.9-1.2 with a uniformity ration of 4 or less. REFER 
TO ATTACHED PDF.

PUC

Humbolt - fc .9 to 1.2 with uniformity ratio of 4 or less PUC
Maryland fc should be ~.6 to 1 fc average, uniformity ratio of 4 or less PUC
Delaware is not considered the park edge due to the shuttle route with to Pier 
70 (figure 4.6.2) - should be lit as a .6 to .9 with a uniformity ratio of 4 or less.

PUC

Zone 4 - light based on use; shared public ways have a higher chance of 
pedestrian conflicts and should be lit as such.

PUC

Intro Text

The last sentence states that SFPW standard materials are permitted in all 
locations, and required in public rights-of-way. Suggest rephrasing "…and 
required in public rights-of-ways as baseline ." Saying it's simply "required" 
eliminates any possibility of having nicer, more custom materials which might 
be desired on park edge and alleys. (the maintenance responsibility aside)

Planning

Guideline 4.17.5 Heading is in the wrong column. Planning

Guideline 4.17.5A

There is only special paving on shared streets, so can remove reference to 
"alleys." Or can we change the heading to "Special Paving in Streets" and 
remove references to shared streets in the text to allow for the opporutnity of 
special paving in publicly maintained streets if City policy changes in the future?

Planning

177
4.17 Paving & 

Materials
Figure 4.17.1 Sidewalks missing from Craig Lane. Please include in figure. Planning

Electric facilities running under permable pavers should be supported. PUC
Permeable Concrete Unit Pavers. State that all permeable pavers (or other 
permeable paving surfaces) within the ROW and Parcel areas must be designed 
per the 2016 GI Typical Details.

PUC

179
4.17 Paving & 

Materials
Figure 4.17.2

Under "detectable surface paving - alternative" we recommend swapping one 
of the truncated dome images for an alternate tactile surface example that 
doesn't use dome geometry. There are some banded and other textured 
examples out that don't use circular domes and may offer greater choice.

Planning

182 4.18 23rd Street General

For the portions of 23rd Street east of Georgia Lane that will not be 
constructed to City standards, the maintenance and liability of that portion of 
the street will fall to the fronting property owner per Article 9 of the Public 
Works Code (unaccepted for maintenance streets). 

Public Works

Section A call-out is missing Planning
Section B call-out is in wrong location relative to section drawing. Should be 
slightly further to the west.

Planning

Legend items 3-5 are missing from the Figure Planning

Standards 4.18.4 
and 4.18.5

Update to reflect historic district controls for 23rd Street streetscape. (Note 
also global comment about incorporating historic controls into the body of the 
document)

Planning

170 4.15 Furnishing

176
4.17 Paving & 

Materials

178
4.17 Paving & 

Materials
Figure 4.17.2

173
4.16 Street 

Lighting Design
Figure 4.16.1

174
4.16 Street 

Lighting Design
Table 4.16.1

182 4.18 23rd Street

Figure 4.18.1



Standard 4.18.7

The wording "large-scale streetlights" is possibly an invitation to design overly 
tall streetlights, when the goal should be to make them as short as possible. 
Suggest removing "large-scale" and simply saying, "…should integrate roadway 
lighting with pedestrian level lights..." APPLIES TO OTHER STREETS WITH 
SIMILAR LANGUAGE

Planning

185 4.18 23rd Street Figure 4.18.3
Can we widen the planting buffer between the bike lane and travel lane in 
order to narrow travel lanes?

Planning

186-191 4.18 23rd Street
Figures 4.18.4, 
4.18.5, 4.18.7, 

4.18.8

Figures are showing ~9' utility easements (e.g. under the bicycle lanes with 
buffer).  If these are public utility easements, then the information in this figure 
does not match Infrastructure Plan's Figure 1.2 Property Dedication and 
Easements. Please identify what utilities are in these easements. Additionally, 
correct document(s) so that the Infrastructure Plan and D4D are consistent 
with each other.

PUC

186 4.18 23rd Street Figure 4.18.4
Let's discuss Block 10. If Station A is not retained, it either needs to be set back 
or there needs to be a carve-out from the first two floors to accommodate a 
wider sidewalk.

Planning

189 4.18 23rd Street Figure 4.18.6 Transit shelter label should be directly adjacent to Block 12, no? Planning
Remove planter boxes from north side furnishing zone where pedestrians will 
be crossing bike lane to access transit island. Or include a standard on their 
placement to ensure sufficient permeability for pedestrians to safely cross the 
protected bike lane.

Planning

Per email exchange on 7/13 with Javier Rivera at Public Works, railing on south 
side of 23rd street on retaining wall not necessary if planter boxes are going to 
be installed adjacent.

Planning

191 4.18 23rd Street Figure 4.18.8
Boarding island width not accurate at this location. It narrows to accommodate 
fire access. Please update

Planning

Indicate what striped blue and grey means. Planning

Labelling the sidewalks as 18 feet is misleading/inaccurate at this location. Planning

196
4.19 Maryland 

Street
Figure 4.19.4

Sidewalks should be 18 feet as they are on the rest of Maryland Street within 
the Project site. 

Planning

Label Illinois Street and Block 13. Planning
Is the driveway leading to Block 5 intended to be 2-way? If so, should the curb 
cut be extended further to the west?

Planning

200-201
4.20 Humboldt 

Street
Figure 4.20.2 Parking T's are missing in various locations Planning

202
4.20 Humboldt 

Street
Figure 4.20.3

Are indicated ground floor insets noted somewhere in the text? I don't see 
them in the main body or the Appendix. They should be. This comment applies 
to other street sections as well. 

Planning

205
4.21 Georgia 

Street
Figure 4.21.2 Geogia Street should be highlighted in key map. Planning

206
4.21 Georgia 

Street
General

Georgia Street and Georgia Lane are sometimes discussed as different streets 
but here are lumped together. Ultimately, they have very different designs and 
characters so should be discussed separately. Give Georgia Lane its own 

Planning

Please revise block controls for Block 10 to allow for a sidewalk easement at 
the SW corner of Block 10 as the sidewalk appears to severely pinch the 
sidewalk at 23rd and Georgia.

Planning

Why is mid-block crossing not centered on outdoor living room/paseo? Visually 
the table should be centered on this amenity or at least aligned with the 
through path of travel which the circulation diagram shows on the north side, 
not south where the indicated crossing currently is shown. Pasea should 
determine location of crosswalk, not Block 5 entry.

Planning

Since Georgia Lane is being categorized as an alley, recommend adding raised 
crosswalks on both ends as is proposed for Craig Lane at intersections with 
Maryland and Georgia Street.

Planning

Standard 4.21.18
This standard was copy and pasted from Maryland street. Update to reflect 
location of mid-block crossing at end of Louisiana Paseo leg.

Planning

194
4.19 Maryland 

Street
Figure 4.19.1

198
4.20 Humboldt 

Street
Figure 4.20.1

  

190 4.18 23rd Street Figure 4.18.7

206
4.21 Georgia 

Street

Figure 4.21.3



207
4.21 Georgia 

Street
Figure 4.21.4

Better Streets Plan (https://www.sfbetterstreets.org/design-
guidelines/sidewalk-width/) recommends 9 foot sidewalks for alley street 
types (6' minimum). As we are building brand new streets here, there is no 
reason why we shouldn't be implementing recommended standards. If Station 
A is not retained, Blocks 5, 6, and 10 should be set back to accommodate 
recommended sidewalk widths. These could take the form of insets on the first 

Planning

Standard 4.22.9
This standard was copy and pasted from Maryland street. Update to reflect 
location of mid-block crossing between Block 9 and Power Station Park East.

Planning

Figure 4.221 Parking T is missing in front of Block 8 Planning

Figure 4.22.3
Currently showing 27' clear instead of required 26'. Reassign 1 foot from 
northbound travel lane to the eastern sidewalk.

Planning

Standard 4.22.16
If bollards are required by fire, recommend adding language that gives the 
option to make these lighted bollards either in this paragraph, or 4.22.20 - 
lighting

Planning

What is the purpose of the lane marker down the middle of the street if it is a 
one-way street?

Planning

Craig Lane still feels essentially like an unfriendly "back alley." We urge you to 
design it as a place that takes advantage of the narrow street experience, 
particularly since it is directly adjacent to Louisiana and Delaware Streets--
which are shared streets, a unique condition on the site--and the pedestrian 
walkway at the far east end that leads to the waterfront. This alley should be 
treated as a unique and special place that works for pedestrians and isn't just a 
loading facility. 

Planning

At intersections with Louisiana and Delaware streets, please indicate that there 
is a grade change at the transition between the shared street conditions of 
Louisiana/Delaware and the standard (i.e. curbed) street condition of Craig 
Lane.

Planning

Can the shared street condition on Delaware extend north into the intersection 
with Craig Lane so that it meets up with the pedestrian pathway just to the 
north of Block 4 leading to the waterfront? This would be a really graceful 
connection leading people to/from the waterfront. 

Planning

216 4.23 Craig Lane Figure 4.23.2 Please provide update on discussion with P70 about design of Craig Lane. Planning

218
4.24 Louisiana 

Street
Standard 4.24.5

If bollards are required by fire, recommend adding language that gives the 
option to make these lighted bollards either in this paragraph, or 4.22.20 - 
lighting

Planning

John

N/A 5 Buildings General
Same comment as in Open Space Section--please incorporate content from 
Historic Controls and interpretive master plan into the Standards and 
Guidelines of this section.

Planning

223 5 Buildings Intro Text Acknowledge historic controls. Planning
Overall: simplify. Planning
Define inner and outer court Planning
Is the minimum a horizontal dimension of 25' or every horizontal dimmension 
(25' x 25')? It should have a minimum dimension for both width and depth.

Planning

Are bullets 3 and 4 both needed? They are very similar. Planning
Bullets 4 & 5: add minimum horizontal dimension of 15'.  Very narrow open 
spaces for exposure are not desireable.

Planning

Open area with open face onto street needs to have maximum depth. Planning
Include in glossary? Planning

36 SF open space requirements seems small— recommend 48. Planning
36 square feet is consistent with the Planning Code 
for a neighborhood of this density as well as other 
recent projects in the Southern Waterfront Thoughts?

Enclosed solariums should not be considered private or common open space. Planning
Use of leaf icon does not seem to match other applications? We can offer to do 
a scan of the leaf icon use once we see the next round with the Sustainable 
Neighborhood appendix…

Planning
Agreed, we removed Lisa review

Ella and Maia, please review 
exposure standards. They seem 

better to me. 

BUILDINGS
Reviewers: M. Small, J. Francis, E. Samonsky, (Planning)
SFMTA
SFPUC

224
5.1 Density 

Controls

Standard 5.1.2

Standard 5.1.3

211
4.2 Delaware 

Street

214-215 4.23 Craig Lane Figure 4.23.1

208
4.2 Delaware 

Street



Flip order to reflect order these topics appear in the text. Planning

For measurement of height beyond the midpoint of the block, is the finished 
grade measured at the centerline of the building?

Planning
Yes. As stated: "height limits shall be measured at 
the centerline of the building from the back
of sidewalk grade of the higher property line" OK Ella?

226
5.2 Building 

Height
Standard 5.2.4 Will wait for updating language before commenting further. Planning Study further

227
5.2 Building 

Height
Figure 5.2.3

The inset showing Block 9 with Unit 3 seems inaccurate. It shows 131' where 
the Stack is, but in fact, Unit 3 is 131' and is just north of the Stack. Since the 
Stack and Unit 3 are existing buildings, should their accurate footprints not be 
shown in the inset?

Planning

General Need to define terms in glossary? Planning Will confirm

Standard 5.3.4 and 
Figure 5.3.3

Five foot change in plane offset seems too small to visually break the massing 
of a building up to 180'

Planning

We have added a menu of options to show how the 
change in plan and maximum apparent face 
standards may be combined to create a variety of 
visually interesting massing for the 180' towers.

They retained the 5' break. 
How hard do we want to push?

229
5.3 Bulk + 
Massing

Standard 5.3.5B
Is option B, where no massing change is required,  desireable? Didn't we 
discuss having an alternative method of sculpting massing, but not the flat 

Planning

230
5.3 Bulk + 
Massing

Figures 5.3.6, 5.3.7, 
5.3.8

Should it read as "Buildings over 125' in height" instead of 126'? 180' instead of 
181'?

Planning

230
5.3 Bulk + 
Massing

Standard 5.3.6 Does this allow more than one upper building on the 180' blocks? Planning

Recommend changing this from "permitted" to "encouraged" Planning
Does this allow more than one upper building on the 180' blocks? Planning

232
5.4 Building 

Setbacks
Standard 5.4.2

_Is it possible to make the language in the two explanatory bullets clearer? 
And/or accompany this standard with a diagram similar to what is in the Block-
by-Block appendix to more clearly describe what the standard is? Figure 5.5.2 
does not do a very good job of describing this standard.

_Also we need a consistent definition for what you're defining as a "corner." 
Here it is 60'; elsewhere it is defined as 30' or 50'. 

Planning

Study further

233
5.4 Building 

Setbacks
Figure 5.4.3

Include secondary setbacks along Craig Street of 10' at 65' for Blocks 1 & 4 and 
max ~100' for Blocks 2 & 3

Planning

234
5.4 Building 

Setbacks
Table 5.4.1

Need some reduction--not supportive of the 11,000 GSF without floorplate 
reduction for the 300' tower. The proportion needs some shaping.

Planning

General
Need to include standards for massing of upper building for 180's-- not just 
plan and diagonal dimensions. Maximum apparent face at 120' appears on 
page 284 for Block 1 (also Block 5)-- should this be added here?

Planning

Clarifying diagrams depicting how our controls can 
be achieved have been added. Max apparent face 
controls apply to all midrise and highrise towers, per 
Standard 5.5.3. OK Maia?

Standard 5.5.1 "The Base of new buildings above the ground floor must be  modulated by..." Planning

We recommend providing additional flexibility regarding the streetwall 
standards. Designing buildings that have longer facades without major breaks 
could be a good option for referencing the industrial aesthetic of the historic 
district in which PPS is located. This would need to be paired with other 
appropriate standards that reinforce this connection to the historic fabric. 
Consider a menu of options.

Planning

Study further
Is there a minimum width for the change of plane? Planning At the base building, minimum width is 3 feet. OK?
First paragraph--change in plane includes "enclosed spaces such as terraces or 
balconies." How would an enclosed space be a change in plane? Also, balconies 
and terraces are not typically enclosed...Please clarify.

Planning

"Occur for at least 10 percent but no more than 30 percent..." seems low? 
Maybe an example would help clarify how this is intended.

Planning

"Expresses a reveal of at least 18 inches " -- in depth or width or both? Planning
Change in material must express a reveal of 18' in 
depth and occur for at least 20 percent of building 
frontage of 15 linear feet - whichever is greater. ok?

See comment on Standard 5.5.1A related to long facades. Planning No response?

The requirement for 70 of the wall to be at the property line seems a bit high if 
we want to also encourage changes in plane of the fasade, to break up the 
length and/or residential deck/balconies.

Planning

Text has been revised to make clear that meeting 
building Modulation and Articulation Standards and 
Guidelines are consistent / compliant with the intent 
of the streetwall. OK?

228
5.3 Bulk + 
Massing

231
5.3 Bulk + 
Massing

Guideline 5.3.7

235 5.5 Base Building

Standard 5.5.1A

Standard 5.5.1B

Standard 5.5.2

225
5.2 Building 

Height
Figures 5.2.1 and 

5.2.2



Precedent Images
Furthest right under Figure 5.5.3--recommend using a photo of a built example 
rather than a poor Sketchup model example.

Planning

Figure 5.5.3
This figure does not appear to meet the controls for streetwall, since amost 
half the frontage (shown in dark orange) is setback from the property line.

Planning

Streetwall controls have been clarified to reflect 
intent that any building complying with building 
modulation and articulation would meet the 
streetwall requirement. OK?

237 5.5 Base Building
Guidelines 5.5.3 

and 5.5.4
Would it make more sense for these to be in Section 5.6 "Ground Floor Design" 
instead?

Planning
These affect more than just the ground floor, since 
the guidelines are for a zone that goes up toe 35' in 
height OK?

Standard 5.6.3
The depth of a canopy should be moderated by street width, and not interfere 
with street tree canopy.

Planning

Guidelines 5.6.6, 
5.6.7, and 5.6.8

Clarify that these guidelines are for non-residential ground floors. Planning

Guideline 5.6.6 "...as well as to expand opportunities for seating in  the frontage zone." Planning

Why is permeability only considered important adjacent to waterfront? There 
could be opportunities for greater ground floor permeability in other locations, 
like on Humboldt Street, Georgia Street, Maryland Street, 23rd Street, along 
Power Station Park, among others.

Planning

Do you have any other precedent photos that can better highlight the concept 
of personalization?

Planning

240
5.7 Color & 
Materials

General Should this be moved to the Architectural Character Section? Planning

Guideline 5.7.7 Why do living walls need to be adjacent to operable windows? Planning
Guidelines 5.7.8 "...as described in  Section 5.5.3..." Planning

General

Recommend adding intro paragraph explaining that all roofs should be well 
designed to maximize use and enjoyment, energy generation, stormwater 
management, and greening -- otherwise this whole page seems to speak only 
to the 15 and 30% slivers mandated by the Better Roofs Ordinance.

Planning

Suggest refining/streamlining language to clarify that the 15% / 30% 
requirements may be met on every building or equivalent areas consolidated 
on several buildings -- also, brings up the question if we have defined 
"project"?

Also note in language that living roofs also enhance usable open space areas. 

Planning

The standards already state what is being suggested. 
A statement about Living Roofs enhancing usable 
open spaces has been added to the introductory 
paragraph. Regarding the "project" question, our 
revised User Guide now has clarifying language 
defining "project" to refer to the entire SUD 
boundary or Power Station site. Lisa, OK?

Standards should also reflect language in the green building code for the solar 
part -- think it is specifically solar PV or thermal (basically solar energy 
generation or water heating) - not sure what "solar heating" is? 

Planning

All buildings in San Francisco would be required to 
comply with the Green Building Code because it has 
been adopted by the SF Building Code. We reference 
the language here, but don't feel it's appropriate to 
re-state Building Code language here. Lisa, OK?

Living roof requirements are outlined in the Planning Code, not the CA Bldg 
Code -- has to be areas used for stormwater management to count. Planning 
has a great "Better Roofs" website with both the solar and living roof options 
clearly outlined. Please use it as a reference.

Planning

The Planning Code references California's Building 
Code to define Living Roof; See Section 149. We 
reference San Francisco's Better Roof Ordinance in 
the first line of the standard and decided not to 
reference the website as web addresses may 
become obsolete overtime. Lisa, OK?

Standard 5.8.2 PV panels can also be mounted on structures used for human shading. Planning

Standard 5.8.3
Confusing wording, please clarify the main point: plant selection should 
accommodate the site-wide requirement that all irrigation must use non-
potable water.

Planning

243
5.8 Building 

Rooftops
Table 5.8.1 SFPUC Stormwater Management Ordinance (SMO) is proper reference Planning

Intro
Parts of the intro can be way shortened/streamlined, much of the specifics are 
in the standards and guidelines.

Planning
Agreed. Paragraph removed to shorten intro as
suggested. Lisa ok?

242
5.8 Building 

Rooftops
Standard 5.8.1

  
  

 

236 5.5 Base Building

238
5.6 Ground Floor 

Design

239
5.6 Ground Floor 

Design
Guideline 5.6.9

241
5.7 Color & 
Materials



Sections 5.9 and 5.10 do not include any standards about energy use, 
sustainable material use, waste reduction, per intro text? Also include 
standards related to  toxic-free material use and environments. 

Planning

As discussed in June with Planning Staff, the project 
team is has completed due diligence on these 
measures and are concerned about their feasibility. 
Accordingly, we are committed to continue exploring 
and implementing at building design, should these 
measures prove feasible as stated. We have included 
this as a standard: Use of toxic compounds as 
required by the California Green Building Code is 
prohibited in all buildings Lisa OK?

Need to add standards and guidelines regarding energy use, efficiency and 
source; for example, should require 100% GHG-free green power purchase for 
all electricity not produced on-site (like Central SoMa).

Planning

Guidelines 5.17.4 and 5.17.5 include guidelines on 
energy. As discussed in June with Planning Staff, the 
project team has completed due diligence on these 
measures and are concerned about their feasibility. 
Accordingly, we are committed to continue exploring 
and implementing at building design, should these
measures prove feasible as stated. Lisa OK?

Roofs section talks about renewable energy generation in terms of the City's 
current minimums -- what about the projects goals? should be reflected in at 
least the guidelines? acknowledge that the State and the City have renewable 
and net-zero requirements coming in future decades and buildings should be 
designed to meet them as they roll in -- future proofed for net-zero, or 
something like that.

Planning

This is a topic that will be addressed in the 
development agreement.

State the basics of the ordinance: the development must satisfy all flushing and 
irrigation water use with non-potable water, with opportunities to also satisfy 
all HVAC system cooling with non-potable water (guideline could state for 
buildings to strive to meet all non-potable water demand with non-potable 
water). 

For background, also explain what graywater would be captured: from laundry, 
showers, rain water, foundation drainage, etc.

Planning

Language added as suggested Lisa OK?
Is Option 2 the paragraph beginning "In the event that the City constructs a 
regional non-potable water facility..."? If so, shouldn't this go at the very end of 
this standard?

Planning

Under Option 1, please revise the first sentence to say "Graywater collection 
and treatment plants will treat graywater generated within certain 
development blocks to meet San Francisco Health Code Article 12C water 
quality standards and deliver…"

Planning

Why would "an exemption from the Recycled Water Ordinance" be needed? 
Wouldn't every building have purple pipe for incoming water anyway to service 
flushing needs?

Planning

Why would "an exemption from the Recycled Water 
Ordinance" be needed? Wouldn't every building 
have purple pipe for incoming water anyway to 
service flushing needs? Lisa OK?

In the last paragraph, please revise the first sentence to say "The treatment 
plants shall treat graywater to  meet San Francisco Health Code Article 12C 
water quality standards."

SFPUC

General
Add guidelines for battery storage to support renewable energy generation on-
site and resiliency during emergencies.

Planning

Guideline 5.9.3
"The project may elect to construct shared thermal energy plants within the 
project site  if the project sponsor determines that such a  system would be 
feasible. These plants would recover waste heat..."

Planning

Can't any building decide to be all-electric whether the "project as a whole" 
decides to? This guideline suggests otherwise. Suggest rewording to say that 
buildings should strive to be net-zero, including eliminating all fossil fuels (all-
electric), and analyze accordingly during system design.

Planning

There are affordability implications for many of the standards and guidelines in 
the D4D; why is the option of all-electric buildings getting called out 
specifically? If necessary, then should also acknowledge that any electricity 
produced on-site could be leveraged to provide free power to residents.

Planning We don't fully understand the comment. Would like 
to discuss further. Let's discuss.

244
5.9 Sustainable 

Buildings & 
Human Wellness

General

 Standard 5.9.2

246
5.9 Sustainable 

Buildings & 
Human Wellness Guideline 5.9.4



Guidelines 5.9.3, 
5.9.4, 5.9.5, and 

5.9.6
Shouldn't these all be standards rather than guidelines? Planning

See comment response in row 59 above
Not sure which comment this is 
is reference to.

General

Recommend incorporating this section into Section 5.9 to match the title and 
avoid repetition. Also recommend adding some standards since this is an 
important theme of this project. Most if not everything geared at energy, 
water, etc. in 5.9 also provides co-benefits to wellness (biophillic design, 
daylighting, etc.)

Planning

5.10.3
We are very supportive of biophillic design, but don't feel that this explanation 
quote captures what it actually means. Please refine/enhance text.

Planning

252
5.11 Architectural 
Design Guidelines

Guideline 5.11.3
Not defined enough in controls or modulation-- need more specificity or 
options.

Planning Modulation controls refined with examples depicting 
how to achieve modulation. to review

253
5.11 Architectural 
Design Guidelines

Photos

Top left: building is interesting and suggests the desire for tower 
tapering/shaping, but not sure this is the best precedent for this location. 
Top right: this building feels a bit gimmicky and not a great precedent for this 
location.

Planning

254
5.11 Architectural 
Design Guidelines

Guidelines 5.11.4
The Third Street Industrial District is not just in the vicinity of the site, but 
encompasses at least part of the site.

Planning

257
5.12 Key Corners 

& Frontages
Guideline 5.12.5 Include additional language to describe intent. Planning

258
5.13 Waterfront 
& Park Frontages

Guideline 5.13.1 First paragraph--is playful the right word? Seems like an odd descriptor... Planning

259
5.13 Waterfront 
& Park Frontages

Photos Top left and bottom left--swap out with photos that include people. Planning next draft
Second paragraph: "Residential Design Guidelines provide " not "provides" Planning
Ground Floor Residential Design Guidelines are only in draft form. Planning

Standard 5.14.1
Below grade units would need more specificity in the D4D. For example in 
access to open space, and potentially connection to upper or street level story.

Planning

Graphic Move text above image so that  it is legible. Planning

Standard 5.14.2
Avoid insetting stoop units more than 3 feet-- too dark. The 1.33 ratio probably 
needs to be mre like 1.5?

Planning

Standard 5.14.3
Might want to provide an option for primary in case the "secondary" entry 
issue changes.

Planning

Standard 5.14.4

_Note that encroachment into sidewalks would be subject to a minor 
encroachment permit from Pubic Works as well as an annual $$ assessment.

_Where specifically is this being considered?

Planning

Guideline 5.15.1
Bike storage rooms aren't active use. Consider recommendation to incorporate  
bike storage and mail storage into lobby.

Planning
As discussed on 08.09, they are permitted, but for a 
limited percentage of building frontage. Discuss

Guideline 5.15.2
Why is this a guideline? Seems like it belongs more appropriately in the 
descriptive intro text.

Planning

Guideline 5.15.3
Are "spaces for pre- and post-function conversations" intended to be indoor, 
outdoor, or either? Be specific.

Planning

Is this not basically redundent to Guideline 5.15.1? Can they be combined? Planning
This should be a standard not a guideline. Planning

266
5.17 General 

Signage
Standard 5.17.1

C3 district signage is out of scale for this neighborhood. Also add in prohibition 
of larger signage being visible from the water.

Planning UMU is now our based for a signage district. OK? Where is this?

267
5.18 Wayfinding 
& Interpretive 

Signage
Standard 5.18.3 Please reference POPOS signage requirements in Planning Code Section 138. Planning

Code section referenced as requested. Where is this?

General
Concern that subgrade garage spill over under the sidewalk precludes trees on 
Blocks 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 11, 12. Please clarify/confirm. 

Planning

  
  

248
5.10 Building 

Design for 
Wellness

260
5.14 Residential 

Character

Intro text

261
5.14 Residential 

Character

263
5.15 Active Use 

Character

Guideline 5.15.4

  
  

 



Standard 5.19.3

There seem to be competing/contradictory ideas here--is it all  spaces or at 
least 25%  of spaces?. Please clarify.

"All off-street passenger vehicle parking spaces shall provide an electrical 
power source capable of supporting future Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment 
(EVSE). At least 25 percent of off-street passenger vehicle parking spaces in 
Residential buildings shall be equipped with EVSE."

Planning
The distinction is that all spaces must be able to 
support charging, however, only 25% will actually 
include the charging station. OK?

271
5.19 Off-Street 

Parking and 
Loading

Figure 5.19.1 In this figure or in a separate figure, please show parking spaces by building. SFMTA

Our controls allow for parking maximums per land 
use. The D4D shows the permitted locations for 
below and above grade parking facilities. All parking 
will be unbundled and may not be provided on the 
same building as the use served. For example the 
District Parking garage may supply parking for 
nearby office buildings. Given the uncertain nature 
for the demand of parking in the future, we don't 
want to specify parking per block. OK?

Bullet 3: "...up to 60 feet in width or greater..." Need to set a maximum. Planning

We would like to see turn templates that demonstrate that it is physically 
possible for the grocery store-serving trucks (WB-67, per document)  to 
maneuver into the dock and that the dock can receive such a large truck 
without hanging over the sidewalk during unloading.

SFMTA

OK?
Legend, update blue zones: "Allowed Frontages for Loading Bays and Off-Street 
Parking Entries "

Planning

Indicate which corner(s) could possibly house the loading bay for the grocery 
store.

SFMTA
We are still studying which corners could house the 
loading bay for the grocery store on Bocks 1 and 13. 
For Block 5, it would be in the northeast corner. For future follow up

Might it be possible/conceivable for off-street parking entries to be located on 
Michigan Alley in Block 13? If so, we suggest making a note of this.

Planning Yes, we dashed in a line to show potential off-street 
parking and loading entries within the alley.

OK, but indicate what the 
dashed line means in the 
legend.

Standard 5.20.2
What is the difference between "Attended Facilities" and "Monitored 
Parking"? What exactly is "Stacked Parking" in this context? May need to 
provide some defintions for some of these parking types.

Planning
Definitions have been added to the glossary. All 
terms come from Planning Code Section 155.1 and 
ZA Bulletin #9. Confirm in glossary…

Standard 5.20.3
Add requirement that doors accessing bike parking facilities have mechanical 
openers for ease of access.

Planning

275
5.20 Bicycle 

Parking
Standard 5.20.4

Bike racks should either meet SFMTA standards or receive SFMTA approval for 
non-standard racks.

SFMTA

Standard 5.20.5
"All uses may locate Class II bicycle parking in a public right-of-way, such as in 
a sidewalk furnishing zone ..."

Planning

Standard 5.20.6 Second bullet: "...in the quantities shown ..." Planning

General Add in standard for ground floor uses and facade treatment. Planning
It's not JUST about screening…
What about ground floor uses?

Standard 5.21.3
Is access to rooftop field by elevator only? Stairs also? Is restroom proposed to 
be located on roof or elsewhere in the building?

Planning OK, but what about restroom?

Guideline 5.21.6
No garage floors should be sloped in order to provide the opportunity for the 
structure to be repurposed in the future for other uses if parking demand is 
less in the future. Please include this.

Planning, SFMTA

ok, but part of this is actually a 
standard. Move it to Standards. 
Header should be "Guidelines" 
not "Standards".

278
5.21 District 

Parking Garage
Photos

Consider using precedent photo of parking structure at the corner of 
Washington Blvd and Landmark Street in Culver City. Good example with 
ground floor uses and interesting treatments on all street-facing facades.

Planning the Washington street façade is 
also worth showing.

What do the "Option 1" and "Option 2" designations on Block 13 represent? Planning
Recommend adding active corner at Geogia Lane and Humboldt. Planning Confirm in next draft

276
5.20 Bicycle 

Parking

277
5.21 District 

Parking Garage

279
5.21 District 

Parking Garage
Figure 5.21.1

APPENDIX A: BLOCK PLAN GUIDE 
Reviewers: M. Small, J. Francis, E. Samonsky, A. Vanderslice (Planning)

270
5.19 Off-Street 

Parking and 
Loading

272
5.19 Off-Street 

Parking and 
Loading

Standard 5.19.5A

273
5.19 Off-Street 

Parking and 
Loading

Figure 5.19.2

274
5.20 Bicycle 

Parking



We appreciate the effort put into developing this block plan guide--thank you! 
However, in considering how Planning staff would actually use such a guide, we 
have a few recommendations:

_All standards and guidelines should be in the main body of the document, not 
in an appendix. This is particularly important given the caveat at the beginning 
of the section stating that potential for conflicts between the appendix and the 
main body. 

_It's unclear who the audience is for the Block control tables, since in many 
cases the description of the standard is so general. A planner checking a plan 
set against the D4D would go right to the sections where the detailed 
standards are described rather than using these tables. Maybe there's some 
utility, but let's discuss.

_The diagrams are useful. Given the previous two comments, perhaps it makes 
most sense to just move the diagrams from this guide into a subsection at the 
end of Chapter 5 Buildings.

Planning

Please be consistent in the use of terms "stepback" vs. "setback" in this 
Appendix and in Chapter 5. Where they refer to the same concept, please 
choose one term. It would seem to make sense to use "stepback" to refer to 
the reduction of building volume above the streetwall and "setback" to refer to 
the condition where the streetwall is located some distance behind the 
property line. 

Planning

N/A General Tables All tables need a row at the top describing what each column represents Planning
Give all diagrams numbers for reference. Planning

Make sure all symbols in legend are actually represented in the diagram (and 
vice versa). There are several cases where there is a mismatch.

Planning

286
A.1 Block 1 

Controls
Standard A.1.1

Create new maximum plan dimension rather than fully eliminate it if this is 
used as the parking garage.

Planning

287
A.1 Block 1 

Controls
Note 5 "...criteria in 5.8.1 are  met." Planning

288
A.2 Block 2 

Controls
Bulk Controls 

Diagram
Corners at Humboldt/Maryland and Maryland/Craig look pinched. Add 
sidewalk encroachment areas.

Planning

292
A.3 Block 3 

Controls
Bulk Controls 

Diagram
Corners at Humboldt/Maryland and Maryland/Craig look pinched. Add 
sidewalk encroachment areas.

Planning

295
A.3 Block 3 

Controls
Table A.3.2 Controls for Potential Below Grade Parking: Delaware Street . Planning

300
A.5 Block 5 

Controls
Bulk Controls Axon

"Note 1" exception: This would be okay for portions of the streetwall that are 
proposed at 85' but not where the streetwall is proposed at 45'.

Planning

302
A.5 Block 5 

Controls
Standard A.5.1 Setbacks should still be required if used as a garage. Planning

Photo Photo on right; substitute better image--not "iconic." Planning

Intro Text
"Block 6 should be an iconic building within the Power
Station and district ."

Planning

Massing diagram 120' apparent face required here as well-- add to diagram (As per Blocks 1 & 5) Planning
2D Bulk Control 

Diagram
Show curb ramp crossing Maryland @ Humboldt Planning

318
A.9 Block 9 

Options
Figure A.9.1 Label each pair "with Unit 3" or "without Unit 3" as appropriate. Planning

Bullet 1: Clarify. Is it at least 50% of the entire structure and additionally at 
least 75% of eastern and western facades? Or average 50%? Overall we think 
50% is low.

We would argue that the southern facade is more important to maintain the 
historic character of the building and its relationship to the Stack than the 
eastern facade. As such, 75% minimum should apply to southern facade 
instead of eastern facade. 

Planning

N/A General Diagrams

304
A.6 Block 6 

Controls

309
A.7 Block 7 

Controls

   
  
 

A.10.1

N/A General General



Bullet 2: This is supposed to be a maximum  building height of 131 feet, no? Planning
Depict and define the "Waterfront Access Corridor" in a plan or axon diagram 
to help show its boundaries and access goals.

Identify this corridor as Turbine Plaza.

Planning

Not sure all this info about access hours and # of events belongs in the D4D. 
Probably more appropriate in the DA. Let's discuss the appropriate values.

Planning

Why exempt from rooftop structure setback requirement? Planning

As previously noted, in order to maintain exterior visibility of the steel gridded 
frame of Unit 3 and thus the historic character of the structure (particularly on 
the western and southern facades), Planning is open to:
_Additional height on the control room and/or office structures
_Demolition of the control room structure and construction of a new structure 
at similar or perhaps greater height

We suggest a follow-up conversation to flesh these ideas out further.

Planning

A.10.5
Refers to setbacks on Figure 5.4.3, but there are no setbacks indicated for 
Block 9 on that figure. Please clarify.

Planning

A.10.7 Indicate maximum %. Planning
Bullet 1: we would like to include preservation of exahaust tubes connecting 
Unit 3 and the Stack as a standard. Otherwise, explain why this may not be 
feasible.

Planning

Add that interior equipment should also be considered for retention, such as 
from control room. Even is Unit 3 is not retained.

Planning

Define the frontage along Delaware where entrance is shown. Planning
Include "Retail" in legend Planning
Label pump house; also on Parking and Loading diagram to the right. And on 
page 325.

Planning

General Page number is missing Planning

324
A.10 Block 9 

Controls: With 
Unit 3

View corridor 
requirement

Combine into diagram as requested in A.10 above Planning

To be rereviewed in next draft after updates. Planning
Wrong key map included. Planning

330
A.12 Block 10 

Controls
General Provide clearer intent on Georgia Lane. Planning

Needs to reflect removal of Station A-- replacement of large entry space, brick, 
can some be salvaged? Big questions remain here.

Planning

Clearly define % of eastern face (currently just says "half"). Recommend 60% so 
higher level of design extends further down Paseo.

Planning

333
A.13 Block 11 

Controls
Bulk Controls 

Diagram
Corner at 23rd/Maryland looks pinched. Add sidewalk encroachment area. Planning

342
A.15 Block 13 

Controls
Bulk Controls Axon Why so little detail provided relative to other blocks? Planning

343
A.15 Block 13 

Controls
Standard A.15.3

Penultimate bullet: if it is "as determined by the Project Sponsor" then there 
seems no need to reference the Active Use Frontages standard. Either use the 
standard or suggest some other measurable standard.

Planning

A.17.1 Please limit ground floor penetrations to max. 2 and reduce size to 10'x10' Planning

A.17.4
Unpack the public art option further. Believe we had discussed public art on 
the interior only and that the exterior would be painted to match existing.

Planning

What do red dotted lines represent? Planning
Do "breadcrumb" locations have any specific significance themselves? Planning

358
B.4 Interpretive 

Experiences
Text There is a reference to Figure 7.21.1, which doesn't exist. Planning

N/A General General All definitions after "Height" are missing. Planning
APPENDIX C: POWER STATION DEFINITIONS

331
A.12 Block 10 

Controls
Guideline A.12.1

350 A.17 Stack

APPENDIX B: INTERPRETIVE MASTER PLAN
Reviewers: J. Francis, A. Vanderslice (Planning)

357
B.3 Narrative 

Outline
Figure B.3.1

320
A.10 Block 9 

Controls: With 
Unit 3

Guideline A.10.9

322
A.10 Block 9 

Controls: With 
Unit 3

Ground Floor Uses

325
A.11 Block 9 

Controls: Without 
General

319
A.10 Block 9 

Controls: With 
Unit 3

A.10.2

A.10.4



35 2.1 Land Use Plan Figure 2.1.1

Per recent discussions re: configuration of hotel without Unit 3, can we 
consider possibility of some accessory hotel uses on Block 4?

Also, can we note that residential is the preferred use if remediation efforts 
permit?

Planning

There needs to be greater intention around the design and activation of Craig 
Lane. While we acknowledge the utilitarian nature of the street for handling 
the majority of loading activity for Blocks 1, 2, and 3, we still believe that it can 
contribute positively to the public realm in a unique way, even if the basic 
geometry of the street remains as currently proposed. Specifically, we ask that 
you consider what kinds of ground floor uses could help ensure this doesn't 
feel like an unfriendly back alley. Is there public/semi-public space (e.g. 
courtyards, secondary lobbies, meeting spaces, etc.) within the blocks that 
would spill out onto the sidewalk? Even if there was just one space per block 
that punctuated the street with a node of activity it could help bring this street 
more holisticly into the public realm.

Planning

Similarly to the comments related to Craig Lane above, there should be an 
intention for the ground floors of the blocks fronting Georgia Lane. Given that 
Geogia Lane will be a key entry point for many people entering the site by car 
and then walking to other destinations from the parking garage, its ground 
floor character is very important for deliberate consideration. The ideas 
described above related to Craig Lane could provide one possibly way to 
address this concern. Consider also designating the corner of Georgia Lane and 
Humboldt an active corner. Consider a standard making sure the frontage of 
Block 5 directly across from the western leg of Louisiana Paseo is activated. 
Open to discussing options here.

Planning

58

3.6 Stormwater 
Treatment and 

Sustainable 
Systems

Standard 3.6.3

Refer to PUC comments in regards to having electrical infrastructure contained 
under bio retention areas. As streetlights use RGS conduits, we would require 
them be encapsulated in a larger conduit/sleeve where it lies under the bio 
retention area.

SFPUC

176
4.17 Paving & 

Materials
Guideline 4.17.5A

Use of permeable pavers is not mentioned here, but it is a standard in 4.22.21 
and 4.24.11. Please be sure use guidelines/standards are consistent between 
sections

SFPUC

182 & 188 4.18 23rd Street
Figures 4.18.1 and 

4.18.6
What happend to the raised islands on 23rd Street? Why were they converted 
to painted asphalt?

Planning

207
4.21 Georgia 

Street
Figure 4.21.4

Following up on our discussion re: Georgia Lane, we ask that all sidewalks be 
designed to Better Streets recommended widths for alleys (9 feet). If the 
western or southern facades of Station A are preserved, then the sidewalks 
adjacent to Block 10 may be designed to minimum Better Streets widths. The 9 
foot sidewalks may be accomplished through insets on the first two stories of 
Blocks 5, 6, and 10 (rather than a full facade setback). Sidewalk adjacent to the 
PG&E switchyard may remain as proposed. 

Planning

216-217 4.23 Craig Lane
Figures 4.23.2 and 

4.23.3
Draw a section that shows the whole building massing. Add in secondary 
setback as per request for Section 5.4.

Planning

MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS FROM OTHER SECTIONS (RECEIVED LATE)

39
2.2 Ground Floor 

Uses
Figure 2.2.1
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